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Summary

Prayatna, Social & Heritage Club, RDIAS, along with Theatre Society, Pratigya
organized a visit to Government Girls Sr. Sec. School on January 25,2020.
The event was an initiative to spread awareness and information about the importance
of water and environment conservation. The event started with a small act on efforts for
water conservation by Theatre Society. The skit highlighted the importance of saving
and using water judiciously, else our future generations will have to compromise and
face shortage of the resources. The skit was followed by some question and answers
based on general knowledge and awareness of our country, constitution, monuments
etc. The same was followed by some fun filled just-a-minute activities like blowing
balloon, tongue twisters, odd one out etc. Few students were asked to give their
introduction in English language and recite some poem, song etc.
A drawing competition was also organized for the students of VIII standard. The themes
of the competition were Say no to Plastic and Save water .The aforementioned themes
were selected in order to inculcate the sense of importance of conserving environment.
The students came out with wonderful display of creativity in the form of beautiful
drawings. Total 05 winners were selected out of the 40 students who participated. The
winners were rewarded by the Vice Principal and the faculty members accompanying
the visit. The students of the school were very thankful and requested us to meet and
organise similar events in future.
The overall experience proved not only informative for the children but also for the
volunteers.
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"Unity is strength. . . when there is teamwork and collaboration, wonderful things can be achieved." The team behind
the event.

Students participated in the drawing competition and displayed their talents in drawing competition on “Say No to
Plastics".

Students active participation in the just a minute activities

Hundreds of students actively showed their participation in various activities.

1.A skit was organised by the theatre society of RDIAS to give message to the students for Conservation of Water.

